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                Blood group real-time PCR typing
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A clever, time-saving method for blood group typing - ERY Q® Kits! With our real-time PCR solution you have the ideal kit for your molecular genetic blood group diagnostics. It is ideally suited for confirming samples with weak or unclear serological results. The unique design allows enormous flexibility and improves your productivity.

	Efficient: slim design for high throughput with only one PCR protocol for all kits
	Innovative: overcomes limitations of serology
	Accurate: even with multi-transfused patients
	Fast: ABO, ABO variant, RH, Weak D, Partial D, KKD/MNS, HNA, HPA, Rare simultaneously with less than 96 reactions
	Safe: gel-free and without toxic substances


An ideal addition and expansion to serology. Make yourself independent of sera for rare blood groups.
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                                                Take advantage of molecular genetic blood typing. From pipetting to the result, you need less than 70 minutes. Thanks to our PlexTyper software, developed according to your needs, you can interpret the results easily and safely.
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                        Do the ERY Q kits all run under the same PCR program?

                    
                        
Yes, all kits run with the same PCR program and can be flexibly combined in one PCR run.


                    

                

            


            









                            

                        

                    

                                        


                

            

        






  
  











  
      




	

  Typing of all clinically relevant blood groups in one run




        
  
      ERY Q® provides accurate results for patient and donor typing and includes analysis of ABO, ABO variant, RH, Weak D, Partial D, KKD/ MNS, HNA, HPA, Rare blood groups. Real-time PCR is an optimal addition and extension to serology.

The kits consist of ready-to-use tests with pre-dried primers and probes. The use of a Hot Start Taq polymerase guarantees a fast and convenient test set-up without time pressure. Sequence-specific primers as well as gene locus-specific Taqman® probes increase the precision compared to melting curve-based systems. Fluorescence is recorded in real time. It is therefore not necessary to measure the basic fluorescence at the beginning and the final fluorescence at the end of the PCR.

Thanks to molecular genetic blood group typing, the results are available in less than 70 minutes.
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            YOUR BENEFITS

        

        
	automated evaluation using PlexTyper® software
	precise results on a molecular basis, even in the case of multi-transfused patients
	streamlined assay design for high throughput workflow
	only one PCR protocol for all kits
	flexible approach, test different kits in parallel
	optimally complements serology



    




	





  
  













  
      



	


    
                  
              
                  
                      Kira Kirchgessner 

                      Product Manager

                      Blood Group Diagnostics

                      +49 6404 925-318

                      +49 170 9509943

                      Drop me a line! 
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With our real-time PCR solution you have the possibility to type even serologically difficult samples clearly and quickly on a molecular genetic basis. In less than 70 minutes! Analyse up to 12 individual samples or determine all blood group systems for one person in one run only.
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      User-friendly also during evaluation

The automated evaluation of the raw data obtained from the real-time cycler also saves you time and thus budget. With our user-friendly PlexTyper® software, the results can be interpreted easily and, above all, reliably. Use the intuitive interpretation tools to evaluate your data.
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  Matched hardware in a value package




        
  
      The flexible and powerful system for 5-colour multiplexing offers advanced technology and precise temperature control.

Safety, speed, flexibility and ease to use are essential attributes in this context - which is where Bio-Rad's real-time PCR systems combined with our test kits come in. Together, we create an integrated, efficient workflow for an optimised workflow.

And best of all, we provide you with the complete test system (test kits and CFX PCR Cycler) perfectly matched to each other - all from a single supplier and at exciting conditions. Individual instruction and initial installation are of course included.
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      Just for those who want more: Further information
  
  
  




    
                        

                Technology PCR
                
                    
                        interesting facts about real-time PCR                    

                

                                        




    
                        

                CFX - Cycler
                
                    
                        Cycler + Kit value package                    

                

                                        




    
                        

                Cycler Compatibility Test
                
                    
                        compatibility check cycler / test kits                    

                

                                        




    
                        

                Blood group typing
                
                    
                        Serology or molecular genetics?                    
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      BAG Diagnostics GmbH
  
  
  






        
  
      Amtsgerichtsstr. 1-5
D-35423 Lich
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      Legal notice | Privacy Policy
  
  
  




	
		
	
	
	
	
		




	



	


        
  
      Trainings & Workshops
  
  
  







        
  
  
Currently there are no events.

  







        
  
      Fairs, Congresses & Events
  
  
  







        
  
  
  
    Thursday, 04.04.2024
  




  Vienna Blood Days 2024

  04.04.2024


      Parkhotel Schönbrunn, Vienna

  
  




  
    Thursday, 18.04.2024
  




  9TH NATIONAL CONGRESS ON TRANSPLANTATION IMMUNOLOGY AND GENETICS

  18.04.2024


      Papillon Zeugma Hotel Kongre Merkezi, Antalya
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      Company News
  
  
  







        
  
      	
	
		23
		Feb
	

	
		Shiva Scientific & BAG Diagnostics celebrate 30 years of partnership

		
								

		The BAG team is delighted to celebrate today our successful partnership with Dr. Upadhyay and

	
	


	
	
		02
		Feb
	

	
		Dr. Ingo Meier appointed Managing Director of BAG Diagnostics

		
								

		Dr. Ingo D. Meier, previously Head of the Diagnostics Business Unit for BAG Diagnsotics, has been
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